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mykeebl@aot.com <mykeeb1aoLcom>
To: kennykennyortega.com, travispaynel

Tue, Jun 16, 2009 at 11:59 All'i
gmail.com

Hey guysl on MJ's lead vocal re-sings. i'm not sure if were going to get what we need in time. id like to try to
get some alternate takes or un-processed leads from the vault if we can, i can go in with m prince and re-mix
the stuff we need on the 22nd (our proposed. media day). if we cant get everything we need frôm the vault i
can use what we have and take out ad ¡lbs and such to try.to make ii feet new4
MJ is nbt in shape enough yet to sing this stuff live and dance at the same time. he can üse the ballads to
sing live and get his stamina back up. once he's healthy enough and has more strength i have full confidence
he can sing the majority of the shpw ¡ive, his voices sounds amazing right now, he just needs to build it back
up.
i

still want all big dancer numbers to be in the system so he can concentrate on the choreography.

your thoughts?

ni
A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above. See yours in lust 2 easy steps!
Travis Payne 'ctravispaynel©gmail.com>
To: niykeebl©aol.com

Tue, Jun 16, 2009 at 1:16 PM

Cc: Kenny Ortega <kenny©kennyortega.com>
Great idea,
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Travis Payne
travispaynel @cimail.com
323-691-1064 mobile

Kenneth Ortega 'ckennykennyortega.com>

Tue, Jun 16, 2009 at 1:20 PM

To: mykeepl@aol.com
Michael

I have a 2:30 at MJ's house today with Frank, Randy, Paul and the Doctor. I will add your concerns/requests
to an ever growing list of items I already plan to discuss with MJ. The plan is he's joining us tonight for band
work. How many individual vocals are we talking about? If he put his mind to it, how long would it take. What's
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the deadline? li be back 4-430 and we can discuss. Peace, you're brilliant! KO

The KO Company
818.986.4377

ko(kennvorteqa.com
P/ease consider (he environment before printing tins email
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mykeebl©aol.com 'mykeeb1@aoI.conì>
To: kennykennyortega.com

Tue, Jun 16, 2b09 at 2:47 PM

thanx. scare you. we'll discuss this at the Forum, good luck with MJ, He can totally do thisif he makes up his
mind to do )tii!
peace
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